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Rethinking cognition: From animal to minimal
In its current use, cognition refers to all activities and processes
dealing with the acquisition, storage, retrieval, and processing of in-
formation, and this seems to imply the involvement of a relatively
complex nervous system. The term “relatively complex” usually re-
fers to a direct comparison with the human or primate brain. And
most research on comparative cognition and its neural bases has
been restricted to a limited range of species within the vertebrate
taxonomic groups. In the last 20 years, however, comparative
research has been accumulating a huge bulk of scientific evidence
for a wide range of processes in a variety of distantly related spe-
cies, that seem to imply cognitive phenomena. Intriguing evidence
of sophisticated behaviour has come from models which are
extremely distant from primates, sometimes organisms with mini-
ature brains. Great attention has attracted the (unexpected by
many) evidence of cognitive behaviour in invertebrates and even
in organisms classified outside of the Animal Kingdom. In 1980s
Humberto Maturana suggested that: “Living systems are cognitive
systems, and living as a process is a process of cognition”, extending
this statement to all organisms “with or without a nervous system”

[1]. This was of course anticipated by the famous statement by Kon-
rad Lorenz according to whom “Life itself is a process of acquiring
knowledge” [2].

The present collection of articles originates from the idea that
time has come to take a more thorough and comprehensive view
of the overall evidence of cognition available, devoid of any
anthropo- or primate-centric assumption. This special issue aims
at offering a bird's-eye view on a selection of key studies focusing
on model organisms as diverse as possible, with the aim of unveil-
ing to the readers amore comprehensivemeaning of cognition. As a
second goal, we would like to facilitate an interdisciplinary dia-
logue crucial to (re)discuss a common glossary, and even a shared
theoretical frame for the existing evidence.

Convincing evidence of intelligent behaviour in (only literally)
pin-brained organisms has recently come from Invertebrates, the
most widely studied species possibly being the honeybee. Sriniva-
san [3] highlights how foraging honeybees readily collaborate in
experimental designs and offer an ideal model for the investigation
of a wide range of perceptual and cognitive processes, particularly
those related to navigation. The understanding of visual guidance
during bees’ flight has then been exploited in algorithms for guid-
ing aerial vehicles. Besides Insects, Arachnids are the other Arthro-
poda Class providing extremely insightful models. Cross and
Jackson [4] contribute novel evidence of flexible decision making
in a member of the Family Salticidae. These jumping spiders plan
ahead the walk which leads to a preferred prey (chosen with
respect to a path leading to a less preferred prey) on the basis of
the integration of visual and olfactory cues. Within Invertebrates,
the list of ideal model organisms seems to have only just started.
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Schnell and Clayton [5] stress the importance of extending the
comparative approach to a wider range of Invertebrate Classes. In
particular amongMollusks, Cephalopods seem to offer an insightful
model of independent evolution: their very large and peculiarly
organized (distributed) brain as well as their complex behaviour
can be directly compared with those of large-brained vertebrates,
leading to amore comprehensive grasping of the principles govern-
ing cognitive evolution. The understanding of specific aspects of
cognition, not long ago considered inviolable domain of humans,
have already been broadened by incorporating evidence from
non-vertebrates. For example, Bortot, Regolin and Vallortigara
[6] review the main studies on numerical abilities of invertebrates,
discussing the hypothesis of a general mechanism for processing of
discrete (i.e., number) as well as continuous (e.g., space) dimen-
sions. On the other hand, concepts and paradigms originally
employed in humans could successfully apply also to invertebrate
species. Winsor, Pagoti, Daye, Cheries, Cave and Jakob [7] extend
to invertebrates methodologies traditionally used to study visual
attention in humans and other vertebrate species. The authors
illustrate how introducing a precise measure of gaze direction in in-
vertebrates could sharpen our understanding of perceptual and
cognitive processes.

It appears now clear that intelligence is not confined within a
single Taxa, neither can it be confined to a single Kingdom. In this
phase some scaffolding seems needed to prompt a shared vocabu-
lary and a constructive dialogue between scientists with distinct
backgrounds. Calvo and Trewavas [8] dedicate their article to
inform scientists focusing on animal organisms about the function
and themechanisms at the basis of plant intelligence and cognition.

It may for example seem unexpected howmovement is a perva-
sive quality of plant behaviour, and that movement in plants is sup-
ported by quite sophisticated mechanisms. Ceccarini, Guerra,
Peressotti, Peressotti, Bulgheroni, Baccinelli, Bonato and Cas-
tiello [9] show that while climbing towards a goal, plants can
plan and even strategically adjust their movements through the
use of sub-movements, as the authors demonstrate using three-
dimensional kinematic analysis.

Straightforward stimulus-evoked responses should neither be
taken for granted in brained organisms. Brembs [10] brings to
attention key evidence from animal studies which falsify the
“sensorimotor hypothesis”, the hypothesis that neural substrates
passively react to external stimuli. The author highlights how ner-
vous systems dynamically change their connectivity and can
actively generate behaviour.

Complementing this perspective Wystrach [11] uses the case of
insect navigation to discuss how decisionmakingmaywell precede
neural processing. Rather than being a consequence of a central
brain, behaviour seems to emerge from the distributed interactions
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among various computational centres, body included.
It is important to stress that cognition refers to the processes of

acquisition, storage, retrieval and processing of information irre-
spective of whether these processes are conscious. In this regard,
some of the authors of the Special Issue seem to be inclined to
argue that even single cells are capable of at least some of these
processes. Dussutour [12] reviews evidence that single cell organ-
isms (slime molds and ciliates) display habituation, the simplest
form of learning, and move to discuss evidence suggesting that sin-
gle cell organisms might undergo even more complex forms of
learning such as associative learning. Gold and Glanzman [13]
discuss this issue with respect to the role of synaptic plasticity in
learning and memory, which is a very hot topic in neuroscience
nowadays but also a recurring old theme (see e.g. the studies of
the 50s0 and the 60s’ on Pavlovian conditioning in the ciliate Para-
mecium Aurelia and in the planarian, see for a recent reconsidera-
tion [14]). Gold and Glanzman [13] argue for nuclear, rather than
synaptic, mechanisms for long-term memory storage.

Levin [15] moves beyond minimal cognition in single cells
arguing that the integration of many active subunits into coherent
units at a larger scale of organization is a key to evolutionary cogni-
tive science. He stressed that the canonical approach to the study of
evolved animal bodies (either single or multiple cells) should be
complemented by the study of the plasticity of dynamic morpho-
genesis of biological forms as revealed by regenerative biology
and controlled chimerism. In particular, the development of func-
tional biobots, synthetic living machines with behavioral capacity,
could provide new methods for understanding the origin of cogni-
tion in all of possible forms of material implementations.

Shapiro [16] maintains the claim that all living cells are cogni-
tive. He discusses evidence that even prokaryote cells display so-
phisticated regulatory networks establishing appropriate
adaptations to environmental conditions and also display capabil-
ities for intercellular signalling and multicellular coordination.

However, the issue of the possible existence of sentience, i.e.
conscious experience, in non-human animals and, in particular, in
those organisms that have miniature brains, or in plants, or even
at the level of single cell organisms is a quite hot and controversial
topic. This is reflected by the variety of positions put forwards in
this dedicated issue.

Reber and Baluska [17] argue that sentience and life are coter-
minous, and that consciousness thus emerged 3.5 billion years ago
with the first forms of life. They argue for a Cellular Basis of Con-
sciousness (CBC) model according to which sentience would
emerge on the basis of inherent cellular activities via processes
that take place in excitable membranes of their cells. The theory
of CBC would imply of course that plants are sentient as well. The
argument is supported by Calvo, Baluska and Trewavas [18] that
search for foundation of consciousness in plants in the Integrated
Information Theory (IIT) of Giulio Tononi [19]. According to Calvo
et al. [18] IIT indicates that consciousness can be located on a scale:
the maximum being represented by the human brain, the mini-
mum, by a single cell. This conclusion would be in agreement
with that advocated by Reber and Baluska [17] on the existence
of consciousness (though low) in single-celled organisms. Mallatt,
Taiz, Draguhn, Blatt and Robinson [20], however, take issue with
this hypothesis arguing that IIT attributes (degrees of) conscious-
ness to many nonliving systems, and that if one claims that con-
sciousness is confined to living systems IIT would not provide a
good support for plant consciousness as claimed. Vallortigara
[21] also appears skeptical about plant consciousness arguing
instead that the evolutionary root to sentience should be associated
with the distinction between sensation (conscious) and perception
(not necessarily so), as claimed by philosopher Thomas Reid and
more recently by psychologist Nicholas Humphrey [22], and he
2

tries to outline a mechanism based on efference copy as the foun-
dation for such a distinction and the early appearance of
consciousness.

In conclusion, we firmly believe that this collection of essays
provides substantial material for the development of the new
emerging field of minimal cognition, and will hopefully attract
new recruits to its investigation among young scientists.
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